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ABSTRACT
Myojibril shortening and the oblique jiber orientation of the left ventricular myocardium results in a
twisting motion of the left ventricle. Advances in cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have
made it possible to label the myocardium noninvasively and track this motion (twist) through the
cardiac cycle, but little data exist on its complete systolic time course. The purpose of this study was
to delineate the normal human systolic time course of ventricular twist using tagged cine-MRI. Tagged
cine-MRI was pe$ormed in 10 healthy subjects. The mean systolic twist angle relative to the short
axis centroid for the 10 volunteers was calculated. Interstudy and intra- and interobserver variability
were assessed. During isovolumic contraction, all ventricular twist was counterclockwise. Later in
systole, the basal segments changed direction and rotated in a clockwise direction, whereas the apical
segments continued counterclockwise rotation. The midpoint for rotation was 45 2 8% of ventricular
length. The mean short axis net ventricular twist (apex-base) at 80% systole was 12.6 k1.5 degrees.
Thefour wall segments showed heterogeneity in twist (lateral wall, 20.6 5 1.7 degrees: anterior wall,
17.5 2 5.1 degrees; inferior wall, 8.8 2 4.9 degrees: septum, 3.5 ? 2.4 degrees). The anterior and
lateral walls demonstrated signijicantly higher twist than the other walls ( p < 0.01). Torsion increased
steadily throughout systole after isovolumic contraction, whereas twist displayed rate changes. The
mean interstudy and intra- and interobserver differences were less than 2.1 degrees. The close similarity in twist between subjects and the low interstudy and interhntraobserver variation indicates that
twist is a robust parameter of myocardial function. Torsion varies smoothly during systole, which
may play a role in minimizing oxygen consumption. These data can serve as a baseline from which
to compare alterations in regional myocardial function in disease.
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INTRODUCTION
The systolic motion of the left ventricle (LV) has been
described as a “twisting” motion as early as 1669 by
Lower (1). The twisting of the heart in a counterclockwise direction around its long axis when viewed from the
apex was further characterized as torsion by Arts et al.
(2). Arts et al. (3) developed a mathematical model for
LV mechanics based on the complex interrelationship of
muscle fiber direction and the need for uniform distribution of stress on each muscle fiber. The work of Arts et
al. supported the idea that LV torsion was based on the
hypothesis that uniform stress was to be maintained on
all myofibrils in the normal heart.
Carlsson and Milne (4) were one of the earliest groups
to use implanted tantalum markers to study heart wall
motion. Hansen and Coworkers (5-8) characterized LV
twist in the human heart using invasive markers implanted in the myocardium. They described a decrease in
LV net torsion as a marker of dysfunction caused by injury to the myofibrils during acute cardiac allograft rejection. Hansen et al. demonstrated that net systolic torsion
was independent of the loading conditions on the heart.
They further demonstrated that net LV torsion increased
with an increased contractile state of the myocardium as
induced by dobutamine. Their findings supported the
concepts that torsion directly reflects the ability of the
myofibril to contract and that LV torsion is a reliable reflection of cardiac function. However, tagging of the
myocardium with implanted markers is not feasible for
routine clinical use, and therefore a need exists for noninvasive methods for identifying fiducial markers within
the myocardium.
The mechanics of ventricular torsion have also been
characterized in mathematical modeling terms considering certain idealized geometries. Components considered
include fiber architecture,compressibility,and contractility of the myocardium. Model predictions have shown
good agreement with data obtained in animal and human
experiments (9).
In recent years, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has advanced rapidly with new techniques, including myocardial tagging. Noninvasive labeling of the
myocardium using MRI was introduced concurrently by
two groups (10,ll). Zerhouni et al. (10) used radial tag
planes and their intersection with the endocardia1 and epi-

cardial contours to track LV myocardial wall motion.
Axel and Dougherty (1 1) were the first to apply tags in
a grid pattern to track the deformation of the tissue elements formed by the intersecting lines of the grid. Briefly,
tagging is a noninvasive analog of the implanted marker
technique that permits alterations in magnetization that
appear as dark bands throughout the myocardium. As the
heart contracts, the tagged tissue retains its altered magnetization and appears distinctly different in signal intensity as compared with the surrounding tissue. The resulting images give the appearance of a deforming grid
attached to the myocardium.
The use of tagged cine-MRI to assess systolic twist in
the short axis (SA) plane provides a noninvasive method
by which to measure this unique parameter of LV wall
motion. However, little is known about the expected
physiologic range of twist angles, the expected physiologic regional heterogeneity of twist angles, or the time
course of regional twist throughout the cardiac cycle.
Earlier implanted marker studies did not permit extensive
regional measurements due to the limited number of
markers that could be implanted. Establishment of these
normative values is essential for application to the assessment of myocardial twist in various cardiac disorders.
Potential uses would include assessment of myocardial
wall motion and the perturbations that occur in certain
disease states such as dilated, hypertrophic, and ischemic
cardiomyopathy and acute cardiac allograft rejection. In
addition, little MRI data exist on the temporal course of
twist throughout systole because most investigators to
date have only described end-systolic twist or twist at a
few points in the cardiac cycle. Thus, the purpose of this
work was to determine the physiologic range of values
for systolic twist, the regional heterogeneity of this parameter, and its temporal characteristics.

METHODS
Image Acquisition
Ten healthy volunteers (aged 23-41 yr, five men and
five women) with no prior history of heart disease or
other chronic disease were recruited for this study. All
volunteers were verbally screened for evidence of
chronic or acute illness, including heart disease. The
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study was approved by the local institutional review
board and all subjects gave written informed consent.
Imaging was performed using a 1.5-T MRI scanner
(Magnetom SP4000, Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin,
NJ). Normal cardiac structure and wall motion were confirmed with standard cine-MRI of the heart before tagging. Mean systolic blood pressure was 123 t 13 mm
Hg, and mean diastolic blood pressure was 75 t 9 mm
Hg. To ensure that MR exams provided data that was
comparable between subjects and from exam to exam, a
standard protocol was followed for image acquisition
(12). The exam began with a sagittal image to locate the
position of the heart in the chest. A transverse image was
then obtained to visualize the interventricular septum.
Images parallel to the interventricular septum in the LV
were then acquired, yielding a vertical long axis view.
Images acquired through the long axis of this image resulted in a horizontal long axis view. From this view, the
tricuspid and mitral valve planes were defined in the enddiastolic frame. An electrocardiogram (ECG)-triggered
spatial modulation of magnetization-tagged gradient
echo cine-sequence (TE/TR 14/42 msec, flip angle 20
degrees, grid spacing 7 mm, temporal resolution 42 msec,
slice thickness 7 mm, slice gap 3 mm, scan matrix 128
X 256, image acquisition resolution 1.2 X 2.4 mm) was
then used to acquire images throughout systole and early
diastole in the SA plane from the valve plane to the apex
of the heart (1 1). Approximately six to seven phases were
analyzed in each subject, depending on heart rate. We
have found this method of defining the SA view to be
reproducible within a few degrees in each axis (12). This
approach to data acquisition allows reproducible images
of the heart in the SA view.
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the center of mass of the LV at each time point, and the
epicardial and endocardial borders together were used to
exclude grid intersectionsfalling outside the myocardium
from further analysis. The center of mass at each time
point was used because the heart can translate during the
cardiac cycle, resulting in the center of mass moving between end-diastole and subsequent frames.
This procedure was repeated for six SA levels of the
LV. The most basal level analyzed was defined as the
highest level where the left atrium did not enter the imaging plane during systole. The intersection of the interventricular septum with the right ventricle (RV) were
manually identified for each SA slice at end-diastole. The
remaining LV wall was then automatically divided
equally along its circumference into three equal portions
and labeled as anterior, lateral, and inferior walls (Fig.
1). Each triangular element was then automatically assigned to its respective LV wall segment. Figure 2 shows
an example from one subject, an SA image of a 7-mm
slice at the midventricular level. The image on the left
was obtained at end-diastole. The middle image is at endsystole. The image on the right shows an end-diastolic
image with intersection points connected to form tissue
triangular elements.

Twist Analysis
The centroid of each triangular element was calculated
and referenced to the center of mass of the LV for each
temporal frame throughout systole. A more detailed de-

\
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Image Analysis
Analysis software (TAGASIST) developed by the authors (13) was used to analyze the images. The end-diastolic image (the first image in the ECG-triggered sequence) served as a baseline reference, whereas grid
intersection points were identified visually and marked
manually in each temporal frame of the tagged cine-images. The myocardium was divided into triangular tissue
elements using sets of adjacent grid intersection points
as vertices. The epicardial and endocardial contours were
traced manually for each temporal frame. The end-diastolic frame was identified as the first frame of the ECGtriggered sequence, and the end-systolic frame was identified as the frame with the smallest blood pool, before
the reversal of ventricular twist angle during isovolumic
relaxation. The epicardial boundary was used to calculate

/
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Figure 1. Segmentation of the LV SA slice into four wall segments. The septum is described by a,and the remaining free
wall is divided into three equiangular sectors (p).
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Figure 2. Demonstration at a midventricular level of identification of tag intersections at end-diastole (left) and at end-systole
(middle) and demonstration of formation of triangular tissue elements (by connecting adjacent groups of three points) at end-diastole
(right). The motion and deformation of the triangular elements is then tracked automatically through the remainder of the cardiac
cycle using the same manually marked intersection point numbers as vertices in each subsequent frame.

scription and figures illustrating the analysis can be found
in Reference 13. A number of variables have been used
in the literature describing ventricular kinematics with
MRI. In this study, we selected the following nomenclature and symbols. The local twist angle in slice i, $i(t),
was defined as the angle between radial lines connecting
the center of mass of the LV to the centroid of a specific
triangular element at end-diastole and at any other time
during systole (Fig. 3). Because the base and apex of the
ventricle twist in opposite directions, we also calculate
the net twist angle for the ventricle. Therefore, the net
ventricular twist angle, @ne,.i(t), was defined as the difference between the twist angle, in any slice i, @&),and the
twist angle for the corresponding area in the most basal
slice, @buse(f) (thus $net.i(t) = $i(t) - $huFe(f)). The local
twist angles and net ventricular twist angles for each SA
slice and its four wall segments were then calculated as
a function of percent systole to normalize for differences
in heart rate.
The net twist angle was also expressed as a function
of ventricular length to test the hypothesis that torsion,
defined as twist per unit length, is constant along the
length of the normal ventricle. The circumferential-longitudinal shear angle, ycL,was also computed at end-systole
per wall segment as shown in Fig. 4.

Reproducibility and Statistical Analysis
The mean and standard deviation of @ i ( t ) for the 10
volunteers was calculated for each slice, wall segment,

and for @"&).
Analysis of variance for repeated measures (ANOVA) was used to test for significant differences in ~ $ ~ (and
t ) $ne,.i(r) between the four LV wall segments and the six SA levels.
To assess the variability from exam to exam of the
same subject, three subjects were reimaged at 6 and 12

base

Y

slice(i)

Figure 3. Definition of the twist angle of an individual triangular tissue element in an SA plane is shown (&,&). Qi(t). @,&)).
Also shown is the calculation of ventricular twist as the difference
in twist angles between the basal slice and any other slice (qi(t)h ( t ) ) and net ventricular twist (+w.i(r))), defined as the difference
of twist angles between the most basal and any more apical slice
i. The circumferential-longitudinal shear angle, ya. is also shown.
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Figure 4. The average twist over each entire SA slice averaged over all 10 volunteers is shown throughout systole. The curves
show a smooth transition from the monotonic counterclockwise twist at the apex (top line) to the pattern of initial counterclockwise
torsion followed by clockwise torsion at the base (bottom line). Twist values were interpolated based on the original data for every
5% increment of systole. Error bars are not shown here to allow appreciation of the pattern rather than the absolute values of twist.

months. The three separate studies were analyzed by the
same observer. The whole heart and regional +&) values
were compared for differences using repeated measures
ANOVA.
To assess the intraobserver variability, one subject’s
images (six SA slices labeled over seven frames in systole = 42 images) were analyzed twice by the same observer. The twist angle values averaged over the whole
slice and over the four wall regions were compared for
differences using repeated measures ANOVA.
To assess the interobserver variability, a single subject’s images were manually labeled as described above
by two observers. The whole slice and regional Qi(r) values were compared for differences using repeated measures ANOVA.

RESULTS

Twist Pattern
The mean (averaged over all four wall segments) twist
angle +((r) plotted as a function of percent systole is
shown in Fig. 4. The data have been interpolated to show

twist at intervals of 5% systole. All six SA slices showed
positive twist during the first 45% of systole. There is a
transition from positive (counterclockwise) to negative
(clockwise) twist in the two most basal slices between
45% and 60% of systole. The most rapid change in twist
as a function of percent systole occurred within the first
approximate 20% of systole for all six SA slices (Fig. 4).
The rate of twist declined significantly during the last
50% of systole. This finding supports the <5% change
in twist during the last 20% of systole we found in seven
subjects whose data were interpretable to 100% systole
as opposed to only 80% systole.

Twist
The mean and standard deviation for the local twist
angle, +;, for all six SA levels and their respective LV
wall segments are plotted in Fig. 5. Twist values at 80%
of systole were used as opposed to those at 100% systole
due to fading of tags that made analysis unreliable at endsystole in three subjects. However, in the seven subjects
whose systolic twist at end-systole (100% of systole) was
available, the values at 80% systole were within 5% of
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Figure 5. Mean twist angle at 80% systole for each slice position expressed as a percentage of total ventricular length (0% =
base, 100% = apex). Twist is averaged over each of the four
wall segments (lateral, anterior, inferior, and septal) and over
the entire SA slice (whole).

those at end-systole, indicating that most systolic twist
had occurred by 80% systole.
The results were consistent between subjects. All 10
subjects demonstrated similar patterns of twist, with the
lateral wall demonstrating the greatest net twist. The most
basal slices demonstrated a characteristic early counterclockwise twist (+$) followed by clockwise twist (-$)
throughout the rest of systole, whereas the apical slices
consistently demonstrated a counterclockwise twist
(+$). The midventricular levels demonstrated an early
systolic clockwise twist, followed by end-systolic counterclockwise twist. There was a consistent transition in
late systolic twist from negative to positive between 45
2 8% of the total ventricular length in all 10 volunteers.
Consistent regional differences in systolic twist were observed between the anterolateral segments and the inferoseptal segments at all SA levels (p < 0.05). The septal
twist values were significantly smaller than each of the
twist values in the other three walls (p < 0.05).

Net Ventricular Twist
The mean values of the net ventricular twist angle,
@nel(i)
(at 80% systole, averaged over each wall segment),
are plotted in Fig. 6. The most basal slice used in the

study was obtained at 30% of total ventricular length, and
all net twist calculations are thus made with respect to
the twist at that basal level. The anterior and lateral walls
demonstrated the greatest ventricular twist at all levels
from base to apex. The septum demonstrated significantly less ventricular twist compared with the free walls
(p < 0.05). Whole slice and lateral wall $, were the

0
-5

LV wall segment

Figure 6. Ventricular twist (difference between twist at the
base and any other slice i ) between successive slices in the four
wall segments and averaged over the entire slice (whole).

most consistent from subject to subject with a standard
deviation of less than 1.8 degrees. Anterior and inferior
wall standard deviations averaged approximately 5 degrees, and septal standard deviation averaged approximately two degrees.

Torsion and Time Course of Torsion
As can be seen in Fig. 6, there was an approximately
linear relationship between the net ventricular twist
angle,
and percent ventricular length for each wall
segment and for the whole slice ( r > 0.99), indicating
that torsion, @,el.i(?), is constant along the ventricular
length. Table 1 summarizes these results at 80% systole.
Each region of the heart (lateral, anterior, septum, inferior) had different magnitudes of 8,,,, but each linear relationship was statistically significant. This relationship is
maintained throughout systole as demonstrated in Fig. 7,
where e,,(t) (calculated over the entire slice and not on
a regional basis) is plotted as a function of systole. All
slopes were significant at the p < 0.05 level. In the first
20% of systole, approximately equal to the duration of
the isovolumic contraction phase, all slices are moving
counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 4; thus, 6nel(r)is approximately zero. Later in systole, there is a monotonic
increase in the €lneI(i),
indicating slowly increasing opposite motions of base and apex. Despite the decrease in
rate of twist in the later half of systole, f3nel(i)continues
to increase. This is consistent with the data in Fig. 4 that
show greater divergence of base and apex and stabilization of the twist rate in the later half of systole.
Circumferential-longitudinalshear at end-systole also
showed regional heterogeneity (Table 1) with the lateral
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Table I
Net Ventricular Torsion Angle as a Fraction of Ventricular Length
~~

Slope (degreedfraction ventricular length)
Intercept
r
Standard error slope
Standard error intercept

Whole

Lateral

24.6
-11.1
0.994
1.4
0.8

38.6
-18.8
0.996
1.7
I .o

<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<O.OOI
11.5

Anterior
33.2
- 16.0

0.993
1.9
1.1

Inferior

Septum

17.4
-6.3
0.958
2.6

7.6
-2.5
0.903
1.8

1.5

1.1

0.003

0.0 1
0.08
2.9

P
Slope
Intercept
y (at 100% ventricular length)

7.8

and anterior walls exhibiting the largest shear angles
(1 I .5 and 9.9 degrees, respectively) and the septum exhibiting the smallest shear angle (2.9 degrees).

<0.001
<0.001

9.9

0.01

6.4

mean intraobserver difference in twist in a midventricular
slice through seven separate frames of systole was less
than 0.05 degrees. The mean interobserver difference for
twist angle in the same slice was 0.1 ? 0.1 degrees.

Reproducibility and Observer Variability
The mean interstudy difference for ~ $ ~ (for
t ) all segments between the three repeated studies was 2.1 2 1.6
degrees. There was no significant difference for all $&)
measured in the three repeated studies (p = 0.92). The

Net Torsion Angle
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Figure 7. The net ventricular twist angle as a function of fraction ventricular length (net torsion angle) is a constant at each
point in systole. During the first 20% of systole, all slices are
moving in a counterclockwise direction, leading to a value of
zero ($,,/fraction ventricular length). Later in systole there is
a monotonic increase in this value.

DISCUSSION
Regional Heterogeneity
Consistent regional differences in local systolic twist,
$&), were observed between the anterolateral segments
and the inferoseptal segments at all SA levels (p < 0.05).
The anterior and lateral walls demonstrated the greatest
net twist from base to apex. The septum demonstrated
significantly less net twist as compared with the free wall
segments (p < 0.05). This finding was consistent with
that of other MRI tagging studies (14,15) and invasive
marker data (5-7,16). This regional heterogeneity in
twist likely reflects the known heterogeneity of fiber architecture (17). Young et al. (1 8). however, did not demonstrate these significant regional differences with MRI.
This discrepancy may be explained in part by the differences in the calculation of the LV’s center of rotation and
LV wall segmentation between this study and Young’s
study. We also recognize that the true center of rotation
for the LV may be about the center of the RV and LV
combined as suggested by Young et al. (18). The true
center of rotation of the LV is not yet known and awaits
further study.
Anatomic studies have shown significant fiber crossover between LV and RV along the anterior interventricular sulcus and very little crossover posteriorly (1 7). This
may provide the anterior wall greater mechanical advantage during systole as it is pulled with the RV, thus accounting for the greater twist values obtained for the ante-
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0.15 1

percent systole

Figure 8. The rate of twist (degreedpercent systole) is shown throughout systole. Initial rapid twisting occurs in the first 20% of
systole, followed by a transition to a slower more stable rate of twist in the latter 50% of systole.

rior and lateral walls. The precise role of the papillary
muscles anchored in the lateral myocardial wall and their
role in facilitating twist remains to be elucidated.
We recognize that isolating the two ventricles from
each other makes the false assumption of no functional
interactions. The consistent differences between myocardial wall segments observed within this normal group and
in previous studies likely reflects the complex interrelationship of the RV and LV.

Ventricular Shear and Time Course of
Torsion and Twist
The torsion angle was shown to be approximately zero
through isovolumic contraction and later increasing
monotonically throughout systole, supporting the theory
proposed by Arts et al. (3). Buchalter et al. (14), and others that fiber shear is uniform over the heart, which may
have implications for minimizing oxygen consumption.
Such uniform distribution of shear is thought to be essential for optimal delivery of mechanical forces by the
obliquely oriented myocardial muscle fibers (3). Al-

though torsion increases during systole, the temporal
changes are smooth, and this lack of abrupt changes (i.e.,
little acceleration of shear) may also minimize energy utilization.
Buchalter et al. (14) computed shear using myocardial
tagging in two layers across the myocardium at end-systole and found similar values of shear transmurally, despite increased endocardia1 twist. The end-systolic values
for circumferential-longitudinal shear angle in Buchalter's study are similar to ours (approximately 5 degrees
for the entire ventricle vs. our value of 8 degrees). Arts
et al. (19) found this shear value in the dog to be approximately 7 degrees using echocardiography, also consistent
with our results.
The difference in shearing behavior between the isovolumic contraction period and the remainder of systole
may be indicative of different mechanisms of wall contraction for generating pressure and for ejecting blood.
In the isovolumic contraction period, the entire ventricle
from base to apex rotates in the same direction (counterclockwise) and then begins twisting in opposite directions later in systole. In an early cineangiographic study
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with implanted markers, McDonald (20) also demonstrated an early counterclockwiserotation of the ventricle
in the isovolumic contraction phase. Ingels et al. (7) proposed a mechanism by which the time sequence of activation of the endo- and epicardial fibers results in twist and
could explain the change in shear from early to midsystole. They propose that the early systolic twist is due to
activation of the subendocardial fibers in a right-handed
helix that stiffens the ventricle and begins generation of
LV pressure. They hypothesize that midwall activation
continues this pressure development without much contribution to twist because the fibers here are organized
in the mostly circumferential direction. Later, when the
subepicardial fibers are activated, they dominate twist
and overtake the effect of endocardial fiber activation.
This delay in activation across the wall may well explain
the changing time course of twist seen in this study, but
further work remains to define the exact relationship between activation and twist. Early systolic twist magnitude
or rate may be related to peak dP/dt, but again, further
work is required to test this hypothesis.
Rademakers et al. (21) studied the relationship between cross-fiber shortening and wall thickening using
MRI myocardial tagging combined with fiber angle determinations. The components of strain along and perpendicular to the fiber orientation were determined. At the
epicardium, cross-fiber strain was near zero, but at the
endocardium cross-fiber strain was large and increased
from base to apex. The main conclusion of their study
was that the interaction between layers of the myocardium is the primary source of wall thickening. LeGrice
et al. (22) showed that shear along cleavage planes in the
inner third of the endocardium could account for more
than 50% of systolic wall thickening. These findings are
consistent with the results in this study that support the
premise that shearing of the ventricle is an important contributor to wall motion.

Reproducibility
There was no significant difference for twist angle
measured in the three repeated studies (p = 0.92). Although the tag intersection points were marked manually,
the minimal inter- and intraobserver and interstudy variability supports tagged cine-MRI as a reliable and reproducible means of assessing systolic twist of the LV noninvasively. It appears that twist, similar to other
functional parameters (i.e., shortening fraction, ejection
fraction, wall stress), is relatively constant in the resting
state for healthy individuals over time. This reproducibility will prove useful for assessment of myocardial func-
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tion in serial studies of the same subject. These data
should also serve as a baseline from which to compare
alterations in myocardial function in other patient populations.

Study Limitations
Limitations include the temporal and spatial resolution
attainable in this study. Systolic twist could be reliably
measured through 80% of systole in all subjects and
through 100%systole in seven subjects. The tag spacing
in this study was limited to a 7 X 7-mm grid. This allowed only two to three triangular elements labeled between endocardial and epicardial surface in the normal
adult LV and would be even more limited in the pediatric
population and dilated cardiomyopathy population due
to smaller wall thickness. However, recent advances in
tagging techniques and improved imaging hardware will
minimize the effects of tag fading and reduce the tag
spacing interval to overcome these limitations (23-27).
Some investigators have divided the myocardium transmurally into epicardial and endocardial segments to study
deformation parameters across the wall. We did not have
that capability for this study.
A further limitation of the technique used in this study
is that it cannot take through-plane motion into account.
Motion of the myocardium through-plane is greatest at
the base of the heart, and errors due to this motion can
be expected to be greatest there. However, newer techniques that allow tracking of the same slice of tissue
throughout the cardiac cycle (24) will help to overcome
this problem and allow determination of the magnitude
of error resulting from non-slice following techniques.
Further, methods that allow calculation of three-dimensional deformation from orthogonal sets of tagged images
(long axis and SA) (28,29)will also serve to reduce errors
due to through-plane myocardial motion. Comparisons
between studies taking this motion into account and those
that do not therefore should be interpreted carefully, especially at the base of the ventricle.
The labor-intensive off-line analysis of the tagged
cine-MR images continues to be a limiting factor for routine clinical evaluation of tagged cine-MRI. However,
technical advancements are being made to create usable
software for handling the large amount of data created
by the tagging technique and to automate the labeling and
analysis of the images (28,30,31).
Image acquisition times could also be reduced to
broaden the application of this technique. At the time of
this study, total acquisition times for this protocol ranged
between 30 and 45 min, including scout views for de-
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termining the SA plane. Ongoing work, including development of breathhold tagging sequences, will shorten this
examination time to a reasonable length for using tagging
as an “add-on” to the rest of a cardiac MR exam.

Clinical Implications
The time course and the magnitude of ventricular twist
may have clinical implications, especially in those disorders where fiber orientation or myocardial stiffness are
altered. In ventricular remodeling after infarction, where
the extracellular matrix is changing in both composition
and material properties, the mechanisms of wall thickening, even in remote regions of myocardium, may be
altered as a compensatory measure. Kramer et al. (32)
recently showed that strain parameters calculated from
tagged cine-MRI are altered in infarcted and remote myocardial regions and that angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors can retard this effect. Sayad et al. (33) demonstrated that segmental contractile reserve can predict improvement in end-systolic wall thickness after revascularization. Ventricular twist in addition to strain is also
altered in remodeling and is a parameter that potentially
integrates the net effect of changing myocardial strain
(34).
Ventricular twist has also been shown to be altered in
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Young et al. (35) found a
reduction in shortening in the septum but overall greater
net twist at end-systole (19.9 vs. 14.6 degrees,p < 0.01).
Pastorek et al. (36) also found similar results with increased end-systolic twist in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy as compared with normal (19.1 vs. 12.6 degrees, p
< 0.01). The dynamics of twist have been shown to be
altered in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (37,38) with the
early rapid twisting in early systole and the rapid untwisting in early diastole (39) prolonged throughout systole and diastole. This finding is consistent with the
known findings of decreased shortening velocity and delayed relaxation in these patients. In comparison, a control group of elite athletes with matched cardiac hypertrophy showed normal rapid twisting and untwisting. These
results may lead to ways to differentiate physiologic from
pathologic hypertrophy and to study the effects of fiber
disarray in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Buchalter et al.
(40) demonstrated in dogs that regional torsion in remote
areas is affected by abnormal torsion in focal areas (e.g.,
due to ischemia or pacing), demonstrating the effects of
the complex fiber arrangement in the ventricle. Based on
a computer model, Beyar and Sideman (41) proposed that
alterations in torsion in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
may alter the gradient of sarcomere work across the wall
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and thus increase oxygen utilization, leading to subendocardial fibrosis. This speculation remains to be proven in
vivo, however.
As discussed in the Introduction, Hansen et al. (6)
demonstrated with implanted markers that torsion may
be a relatively load independent measure of contractile
function with end-systolic twist increasing with inotropic
stimulation. However, MacGowan et al. (42) showed that
torsion is afterload dependent in the isolated dog heart.
More work is needed to determine whether there is a role
for using torsion or torsion-volume loops as a measure of
contractile function or for diastolic function assessment.

SUMMARY
Despite regional heterogeneity in twist, twist integrated over each slice is smoothly varying through the
cardiac cycle, reflecting the role of the complex fiber arrangement in the LV. In the normal ventricle, circumferential-longitudinalshear also shows regional heterogeneity. There are three distinct phases of twist. During the
isovolumic contraction period, twist is uniformly counterclockwise from base to apex, and twist rate is high. In
mid-systole, twist is decelerating, and in the remainder
of systole, the apex and base twist in opposite directions
and twist rate becomes constant. The integrated smooth
torsion as a result of the fiber arrangement may have implications for minimizing oxygen consumption. Conversely, disruptions in torsion due to fiber disarray or infarction, for example, may affect ventricular performance
and remodeling. Further work is necessary to determine
the specific effects of local torsion disruption on global
torsion and ventricular function.
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